Men, women and children outside public health clinic.

Please credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Tomas Sennett, 1974.
MISC-ED-27s  Men, women and children outside public health clinic.

Please credit:  WORLD BANK PHOTO by Tomas Sennett, 1974.
During children's health checkups, mothers receive food allotments.

During children's health checkups, mothers receive food allotments.

Two young women in Maijpara, Bangladesh.

Please credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Kay Chernush. 1978
MISC-BD
PHOTO: MISC-BD-31s: Silk cocoons.

Please credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Kay Chernush
CIBRD 1978
MISC-BD
PHOTO: MISC-BD-32s: Cigarette paper rolling brings good money to these women from Sammandhakati, Bangladesh.

Please credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Kay Cherms
CIBRD 1978
MISC-BD

PHOTO: MISC-BD-33s: Cigarette paper rolling brings good money to these women from Sammandhakati, Bangladesh.

Please credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Kay Chernush
            cIBRD 1978
MISC-BD

PHOTO: MISC-BD-34s: Cigarette paper rolling brings good money to these women from Sammandakati, Bangladesh.

Please credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Kay Chernush
cIBRD 1978
MISC-BD
PHOTO: MISC-BD-35s: Cigarette paper rolling brings good money to these women from Sammandhakati, Bangladesh.

Please credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Kay Chernush
CIBRD 1978
MISC-BD
PHOTO: MISC-BD-36s: Cigarette paper rolling brings good money to these women from Sammandhakati, Bangladesh.

Please credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Kay Chernush
CIBRD 1978
MISC-BD

PHOTO: MISC-BD-37s: Cigarette paper rolling brings good money to these women from Sammandhakati, Bangladesh.

Please credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Kay Chernush
cIBRD 1978
Bangladesh
Miscellaneous

108/le: Dacca: Street in Dacca. Traffic, rickshaws, faces etc.

Please Credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO By Tomas Sennett, 1974
108/20g: Dinajpur: Vegetable gardening skills are taught at this center to aid women in self-sufficiency.

Please Credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Kay Chernush, 1978
BANGLADESH
Miscellaneous


Please Credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Tomas Sennett, 1974
BANGLADESH

Miscellaneous


Please Credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Tomas Sennett, 1974
BANGLADESH

108/5g  Workers in a rice field

Please credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Tomas Sennett, 1974
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108/8g: Kaharole area: Harvesting activities.

Please Credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Kay Chernush, 1978
BANGLADESH
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108/8h: Kaharole area: Harvesting activities

Please Credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Tomas Sennett, 1974
BANGLADESH
Miscellaneous


Please Credit WORLD BANK PHOTO by Kay Chernush, 1978
MISCELLANEOUS

BANGLADESH - 108/11g
Jhikargacha area: Children playing and other activities of this river village.

Please credit: WORLD BANK Photo by Kay Chernush 1978
BANGLADESH
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108/13e: Maijapar: Village lifestyle and some family counseling.

Please Credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Kay Chernush, 1978
BANGLADESH

Miscellaneous

108/14h: Dacca: Miscellaneous shots of Dacca include the community garden, housing, vendors, and street traffic.

Please Credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Kay Chernush, 1978
BANGLADESH

108/30c: Chittagong. During children's health checkups, mothers receive food allotments.

Please credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Kay Chernush, 1978
BANGLADESH
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108/31a: Muktagacha: A community water pump.

Please Credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Kay Chernush, 1978
BANGLADESH
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108/33d: Kaharole: Day care is provided to women in vocational education classes here.

Please Credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Kay Chernush, 1978
BANGLADESH
Highway Project
IDA (Cr-408-BD)
Refer to IDA Press Release No. 73/60

108/40e: Building a road, views of equipment and roads.

Please Credit: WORLD BANK PHOTO by Tomas Sennett, 1974